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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 13, 1973
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Suit Seeks Removal Of
Trailer In Gatesborough
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The present Police Depart- David E. Lamb, Joseph W.
ment is composed of James M. Blackford, Robert L. Elkins,
Brown, as Chief; James James T. Hughes, and William
Witherspoon, James M. Wells, V. Allen as City Patrolmen,
and Paul Jerry Lee as Cap- David Coker, Records Clerk;
tains; Edward Knight, Dale Art Lee, Meter Man and
Spann, William D. Kelly John Chester Yarbrough, Radio
T. Phillips, as Sergeants; Gene Operator.
Following is the report from
Parker, Joe D. Grogan, Billy
January 1, 1971 through
%Olson, Ernest D. Elkins, Gene Roberts, William H. McDougal, December 31, 1972 with the
number of citations for each
offense listed.
DWI 110, public drunkeness
'232, speeding 304, no state inspection sticker 179, no city
sticker 110, disorderly conduct
39, reckless driving 140, fleeing
police officer 19, drinking in
public 1, improper registration
45, petty larceny 9, grand larceny 3, no operators license 100,
shoplifting 22, unnecessary
noise 48, disregarding stop sign 71, littering 2, going wrong way
On one way street 9
-Driving on suspended or
revoked license 13, illegal
DogiSeroSIOn Of alcohol 20, no
safety helmet 2, resisting arrest
1, breaking and entering 2,
improper driving 9, throwing
eggs 3, no motorcycle endorsement 2, driving on expired
that both Mr. and Mrs. Henna watt Ia Mayfieki An (outside storage building was
no
license 1, passing in
, are,i;ertag the call were : Max
also destroyed in the fire. Rescue Squad volunteer.
passiivg zone 1, concealed
Dowdy. Tom Lyles, Jerry Edwards, Jim Kelly, Johnny Garland, Ronnie Garland,
cieedly weapon 1, possession or
1,ordnn Win and Nick Horton
use of radio on police
Gene MeCutcheos
frequencies 1, running over fire
water hose 1, fraudulently using
card 1, shooting fire arms
credit
A zoning regulation of the City trailer and that they have been in city limits 1,. distur6ing the
to
plaintiff
the
by
notified
of Murray has come under
peace 1, indecent exposure 1
attack in a civil suit filed in remove same; that this
The total number of citations
Calloway Circuit Court by restriction inures to the benefit issued in 1972 was 1529
said
in
owners
property
other
of
Development
Gatesborough
This compares with 1214
Co., Inc., naming Dale Lemons. Gatesborough. Estates Sub- citations issued in 1971
Ann Lemons, and the City of division. that the plaintiff has
10Continued on Page light,
received complaints from other
Murray as defendants.
Air
U.S.
said
Nixon's
Kissinger's special
North Vietnam
been
The complaint alleges that lot owners and has
Force plane was expected from strategy to negotiate from a poin requested to enforce the
ATLANTA. Ga AP) - • I'll done by Mrs. Smith and a doz- the Lemons purchased a lot
an air base in West Germany, sition of strength had been defrom the restrictions as to trailers.
Estates
Gatesborough
friends
-en
nonprofessionals
walk
of
by
these
one
children
stand
to
°niers
was
under
and
feated.
The complaint claims that the
with a clause in the
by for departure for Homestead
Swedish Prime Minister Oki and all of a sudden he'll look and neighbors. The children, plaintiff,
the Lemons) are in
defendants
that:
stated
deed
which
by 6 p.m. noon EST.
Palrne, who met for 90 minutes up at me and smile," said Mrs. born with cerebral palsy, blindbasement, tent, violation of a city ordinance
trailer,
No
'7.
are
damage,
brain
or
ness
76
Stacy
little
indicate
Smith,
"'That
to
North
Vietnamese
with
Ziegler declined
Friday
other tem- prohibiting such traters, and
whether the negotiations have delegate Xuan Thuy, told news- smile makes it worth all the housed dormitory style in Mrs shack, garage or
on the the complaint says that the
erected
building
porary'
made any progress, but he men today, "It is not at all cer- trouble and long hours and Smith's big brick home and two
tract shall at any time be used plaintiff "has made demand
adjoining buildings.
drew attention to the length of tain that there will be an agree- scratching to meet the bills"
upon the city to enforce the
City Councilman JO'lui Ed
Mrs. Smith, a registered as A residence temporarily or
a cheerful,
Mrs. Smith
the sessions this week. Since ment." He declined to elabozoning ordinance and that they Scott, Chairman of the Traffic
be
shall
trailer
no
permanently,
Monday', Kissinger and Tho rate or to disclose details of his gray-haired woman - was nurse, took in her first 'child
have refused to do so and that and Safety Committee of the
talking about the home she more than 40 years ago -- parked on a lot at any time."
have conferred for more than talk with Thuy
they should make answer and City Council, asked the council
to
continues
complaint
The
left
30 hours, while technical ex"I am disappointed that there runs for children with birth de- shortly after encephalitis
that "the defendants say whether their said or- on Thursday evening to conperts have met almost daily. for is no peace already," Palrne fects. She cares for 54 children her adopted son severely re- allege
have on their*operty and have dinance is in full force and ef- sider what to do about 94 old'
two weeks. The experts were said. "But the talks must go without public or foundation tarded.
fect and whether they intend to parking meters now in use in
"That gave me a special feel- had for more than eighteen
drafting protocols on the de- on. There is a great opportunity funds, handling 12 of them as
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rambler
Holiday
a
months
the city
tailed operation of a future of achieving results since the charity cases and charging the ing about these children," said
Scott told the council that
agreement
two sides were so close in Octo- parents of the others a small Mrs. Smith, recently honored
most of these old meters are in
civic clubs as 1972 Wolocal
by
fee.
boarding
"
ber
Some reports said Nixon's top
bad condition. although many
Churches and civic groups man of the Year. "People think
Palme, one of the most seforeign-policy adviser and the
are paying off well
they can't be happy. But if
that
volunteer
occasional
contribute
Hanoi Politburo member had
He) listed the following
help, but most of the work is you love them and show them
made definite progress. But
locations where the old meters
that you do, they'll begin to reare nom installed South Sixth
spond and smile at you with
violent
said
causing
10, E West Maple 19, North
thereby
the
is
their eyes.•'
The City of Murray
The children range in age target of a lawsuit which has explosion on the date above set Fourth 12. North Third 10, East
from a few months to late been filed by Charles Rushing forth to the injury of the Main 7, South Third 10, East
teens
against the City, Murray plaintiff, and but for said Maple 17, South Fourth .12.
Those meters on South Fbuith
Supply, and Joe Morris and negligence and carelessness of
Sons Mobile Homes, according defendent, Murray Supply, said are by Swarm's Grocery and
oc- Friendly. Finance. He urged
to a civil action complaint filed explosion would not have
curred and plaintiff would not that the meters in front of the
in Calloway Circuit Court.
Post Office on the West side of
The complaint alleges that have been injured." •
and
Morris
Joe
naming
the street be removed and be
In
of
day
"on or about the 7th
com- replaced with no parking in
April, 1972, the plaintiff Sons as a defendent. the
by front of the Post Office on the
(Rushing) owned and resided plaint alleges that the firm,
on West side of the stpeet. He
"did
agents.
its
through
and
mobile
on a 1972 Mastercraft
the 26th day of reported that in 1972 there were
The Calloway County Junior home in Fox Meadows Mobile or about
1972, sell said mobile 24 wrecks at this point. The area
High Basketball Tournament Homes Park located on South January,
plaintiff, transport is very congested.
the
to
pome
16th Street in Murray, Kenwill be held Monday, January
The meters on North Third
its location in said mobile
to
it
violent
a
time
which
at
and
tucky,
18,
January
Thursday,
15,
assume from Wallis Grocery north are
and
park,
home
direct
a
as
occurred
the
explosion
Saturday January 20, at
for andiperform paying off very poorly, he
Calloway County High School and proximate result of the responsibility
in the way of maintenance continued and should be
acts
of
home
mobile
said
into
leaking
at
start
will
games
All
Gym.
removed.
natural gaa, a highly dangerous and repair of the. gas heating
seven p.m.
cooking applian& in said
The councilmen were asked to
The first game of the evening substance, thereby seriously and
at various times from give thought to the 94 old meters
trailer
plaintiff."
the
injuring
Concord
New
between
being
which
- In naming Murray Supply as the date of its sale to the time of and to try and decide
and Hazel.
completely
of
day
7th
removed
be
the
on
should
explosion
said
complaint
On Thursday' night-. the a defendent. the
April. 1972, in such a negligent and which should be replaced
winner of the Faxon-Almo game alleges that Murray Supply or
careless manner so as to with the new type meters.
and
on
"did
servants,
or
agents
will meet Lynn Grove in the its
The Business and Industry Committee for the March of Dimes 973 Campaign in Calloway County
said natur4I gas to leak
cause
of
day
There are some new meters
first game and the winner of the or about the 211th
met at the home of the Chairman, Mrs. Dick George. January 22 through 27 are the dates set for their
into, and be present in said on East Main and South Third at
cause
or
install
1972,
.lanuary,
will
game
New Concord-Hazel
donations drive through the business community of Murray. Each woman was given a map and
to be installed the pipes con- mobile home in a quantity to the present time and also some
play Kirksey.
causing pid of the old meters. He recomInstructions about the area where she will march. Members present were, back row, Mesdames
night, con- veying said natural gas into the ignitç„. thereby
Saturday
the
At
Nancy Hendon, Joan Shinners, Shirley Grasty, Linda Venza. Bess Owen, Betty Hassell; front row,.
vioIeii explosion on the date mended Aenioving the old
and
negligent
in
home
mobile
the
games,
final
and
solation
Mesdames Pat George, Rose Hantel, and Co-Chili-nun Audrey Marquardt. Other workers Include
above set forth to the injury of meters on North Fourth from
outstanding cheerleaders will careless manner so as to cause
Mesdames Judith Nall. Rosemary Klass, layer Bowden, Annette Savell, Jackie Conley;Barbara
to
Plaintiffs and but for said Press Alley north and lean Op,
.the
and
into
leak
said natural gas
Drake, June Cottrell. Betty labde. Jennifer Crewe, Dee Ann Umar, Ginay LyJJfrt,and be chosen. "
carelessness of Jar new meters at 'They erre from
15 eents For be present in said mobile home 'negligence
be
will
Admission
Pat Saber. "la 1272 the Business and industry Drive throughout the nation raised 3,31111.11 dollars
Press Alley south to Main.
ignite,
to
sufficient
age Eight
quantity
(Continned**P
a
in
adults and 50 cents for.students.
and we hope to exceed that this year," said Mrs. George.
Police Chief James M. Brown
presented his annual report to
the Murray City Council
Thursday evening and received
favorable comments from
Mayor Ellis and the council for
an apparent "tightening up" of
law enforcement in the city for
1972.
Mayor Ellis asked Chief
Brown to convey the thanks of
the council to City Policemen
for their efforts during the past
year.
City Police, in addition to
their tau enforcement efforts
also cooperate with the Murray
Fire Department in directing
traffic around fires in the city to
relieve congestion in the area of
action, direct funerals through
the city and stop traffic at
points where normal traffic
would interfere with the funeral
procession, render aid to
residents in times of distress
such as the recent snow and ice.
render, aid to tourists and to
homeowners in times of
emergency. City Police are also
on constant patrol, day and
night, --to--enforce traffic
regniatioirt-

PARIS (API - Unusually
large numbers of aides joined
Henry A. Kissinger and Le Duc
Tho today in what may be the
crucial final session in their latest round of Vietnam peace
talks
Kissinger was set to fly back
to the United States after the
session for consultations with
President Nixon at the Florida
White House.
The U.S. presidential adviser
summoned a U.S. Embassy
photographer to the session.
The presence of an official
photographer could be for the
purpose of photographing an
event of some importance.
Regular news photographers
were not summoned.
Kissinger arrived at the
American-owned villa in suburban St Nom la Breteche with
10 aides. Tho, who is the North
Vietnamese envoy, came with
14 aides.
Members of both delegations
smiled and waved at newsmen
and photographers outside the
villa.
At the Florida White House,
Nixon's press secretary, Ronald
L. Ziegler, said Kissinger was
flying directly from Paris to
Homestead Air Force Base
near Miami to report to the
President at Key Biscayne late
tonight. Ziegler said Nixon
would meet Kissinger again
Sunday.
Officials at Orly Airport said

Fair with slowly rising
temperatures today through
Sunday Sighs today 37 to 42.
Low tonight in the mid 20s.
Highs Sunday in the low to mid
403 Monday partly cloudy and
warmer.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Warming trend through the
period, with mostly sunny days
and fair_ cool nights. High in
the 40s and•low 50s. Lows in the
mid 20s Monday morning to
around 30 Wednesday morning.

Removal Of Old
Meters Is Issue
At Council Meet

Rushing Seeks Damages
Resulting From Blaze
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Questions On New Controls Answered

WOOD
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LEDGER & TIMBS PUBLISHING .COMKentucky 42071. Phone 753 tent •
PANY, Inc , 103 N 4th St Murra

AS GILL NEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Details of President Nixon's new
system of wage-price controls
are not firm, but here are some
Likely questions and answers
based on the announced guidelines.
The gist of the new Phase 3
controls is that they will be
largely voluntary, with the government standing by to step in

W P Williams, President 11941 19631
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Four Inmates
Transferred
ROM Eddyville
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en Years Ago Today
LIIDGEUL & Tnall VILZ

Jesse H. Henley, age 72, died yesterday at the
Veterans Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The Industrial Foundation will be "Kicked off"
4 January 15 and fifty teams of two men each will
start the stock subscription drive in an effort to raise
$150,000. W. C. Elkins is fund raising chairman.
Uncle Jim Lawrence of Kirksey will be 100 years
old on January 16. He is the oldest member in the
history of the Kirksey Methodist Church.
Miss Sandra Kay Bedwell was married to R.
Douglas _Weed on December 30 at the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian -Church. - --The Murray State Thoroughbreds beat the
Western State Hilltoppers 73 to 70 in a basketball
game.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMOS& lb TUCKS TILE

SENSING
THE NEWS

Prices Weaken
On Burley Sale

------EDDYVILLE, Ky. API Four more inmates have been
transferred from the State
Penitentiary here to Arizona
State Prison at Florence, Ariz.,
es part of Kentucky's effort to
break up power structures of
prisoners and relieve pressure
at the prison_
The prisoner-swapping was
first announced Sept. 18 by Corrections Commissioner Charles
J. Holmes. Since then Kentucky has transferred eight
prisoners to institutions in the
13 pirticipating states, and has
Isteeived the same number.
Among those transferred this
week were two convicts inVolved in incidents at the prison in which hostages were held.
One o(the men, Billy "Crip"
Delaney, 41, was involved in an
incident last week in6 which
guard W.D. Ramage was held
hostage with his own pocketknife by five inmates who demanded to talk to a newspaper

If wages or prices rise too
much too quickly.
Q. Can a company raise its
prices without government approval now that the mandatory
nature of controls has been
elumnated?
A, Yes, unless it is •* the
food or construction industry or
provides health services, but
the government says it will
step in if price increases get
out of line and violate voluntary standards.
Q. What are the voluntary
standards for wage increases?
A. The standard is still 5.5
per cent until a labor-management advisory
committee
named by the President works
out a new standard.
Q. What are the voluntary
standards for price increases in
Phase 3?
A. Roughly the same as they
are now. Companies will be expected to justify their price increases with legitimate costs.
They will be expected by the
government to comply with a
profit-margin limitation, holding their margins to the average they maintained during the
best two of the last four fiscal
years: They can escape profitmargin restraints by keeping
price increas to an average 1,5'
per cent a year.
Q. How will the government
see to it that these voluntary
standards are followed'
A. In several ways. First,
large companies with sales of
$250 million or more must file
quarterly reports with the government on price changes and
profit margins. Those with
sales of more than $50 million
will be required to keep the
records of these changes and
make them available on demand.
In addition, the Internal Revenue Service will continue its
spot checks to find out if anyone is out of line.
Q. What about other companies, those with sales of under
$50 million'

Rev. H. Franklin Miller is the evangelist at the
By Anthony Harrigan
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP revival meeting at the Memorial Baptist Church.
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Deaths reported are Mrs. Beulah Siress, killed
January 11, in a car accident, B.C. Wells. age 83,
Mrs. B.H. Johnson, age 81. Bro. C. L. Francis, age
37. and Terry Brent Hart, age four months.
Work on raising the Eggner's Ferry bridge will
start soon and will be completed by next November.
The TVA will operate a ferry across the Tennessee
river'while the bridge raising is in progress.
The January draft call by the Selective__Service
includes seventy-five Calloway men.
Births reported include a boy born to Pvt. and
Mrs. Robert Lewis Gass on January 8.
Harry Imes Sledd has been appointed Calloway
County chairman for the campaign for raising funds
to fight infantile paralysis.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
0 woman, great is thy faith: be it unto thee even
as thou wilt. And her daughter was made whole from
that very hour.—Matthew 15:28.
Great faith brings answered prayer. Jesus hears
a loved one.
our prayers for ourself or- -

Isn't7f-The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If it were possible to create good government out
of dreams, we would heed to dream. up a plentiful
supply of the basic ingredients—hardheaded voters
and intelligent politicians, instead of dedicated
spenders. Now you can see why dreams never come
true.
"If you never have any dreams, how
can they ever come true?"
—Anonymous

ORNION
'NORTH VERNON,- IND., SUN:'Government
could be a far Work headache than it is for those
operating it. Suppose Congress passed a tax bill that
included a money-back-if-not-satisfied guarantee."

manifestation of modern arrogarxr. The assumption of our time above $8o.
is that the modern Psyche represents the ultimate in developPaducah recorded the lowest
ment. It is assumed that because the late 20th century is advanced
price -574.62-on sales of 18,317
technologically it IS equally advanced psychologically. But this pounds.
isn't the case One has only to note the shallow, even corny
No sales were conducted at
comments of the astronauts- a mixture of technical jargon and
Henderson, and seven of the
jargon and slang-. to realize that an expert in technical systems state s 30 markets had closed
may be devoid cif the culture and psychological development for the season.
which characterized some of the great explorers of previous
Meanwhile, the Federal-State
centuries
Market News Service said
The general deterioration of language in recent years is an
prices were steady to slightly
indicator of declining psychology maturity. The great instrument weaker on the
eight-state burof the English language has been encrusted with words and forms
ley belt with a few grades dipderived from slum dwellers and the pop music and drug cultures.
ping it per hundred pounds
Increasingly, men and women who have been exposed to a college
The service said quality was
education are resorting to crudities in order to express their state
down somewhat, with about 60
of mind.
Many moderns delude themselves by insisting that They are per cent of tnarketings consimply adopting more natural modes of expression. They disdain sisting of fair, low and no-grade
the genteel as unsophisticated and archaic. In the process, tobacco.
Ten more markets closed
literature as a distinctive higher expression of thought and feeling
their doors throughout the belt,
Ls overwhelmed by street talk and street attitudes.
There is a growing disbelief in nobility of thought or action. This leaving only 20 of the 60 markets in business for the 1972-73
is reflected in attitudes toward courage, honor, sacrifice and
duty. These concepts were clearly understood in the age of salenseason.
Baling Green, Lebanon,
Periclean Athens, in the ears of the two great world wars of the
20th century, and other significant chapters of human history. London, Mayfield, Owensboro,
Human psychology in those periods had a rich range. Heroism,' Paducah, Richmond and Somefor example, was a human reality in the Syhrnisn dytuhisir -et'in Kentucky and Greenshainst the Persians and in the fight of the French Ftesistanea- eville and Johnson City in
against the Nazis. But now we live at a time when the anti-hero LS Tienessee closed Thursday.
Oran sales in the' belt Wedcelebrated, the existentialist who rejects every humane value in
nesday dropped to 8,653,364
order to save his skin or to gratify his passion.
pounds for an average of $79.89
This is not to say that there aren't truly heroic individuals in our
time or tasieny the existence of psychological depth on the part of per hundredweight, up six cents
many people. But the evidence of our language, our literature and from the previous day and
our morals makes very clear that many forces work against equally a season high average
psychological depth and human dignity in its most profound set Monday.
Total sales through Wednesforms.
In short, modern man in the Western world may be much day. total 585,799,7I2 pounds for
smarter than his ancestors in a range of technical occupations, a $79.27 average.
but he also is shallower as iiTaiMan personality, less aware of the
hoble aspects of life. Certainly, moderns have no moral edge on
people of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation era, no
superiority in political conceptions to 18th century Americans
who ordained our fundamental institutions of government.
Bertrand de Jouvenel was one of the first contemporary
thinkers to discern the deterioration in psychological quality in
the post-World War 11 period.
Writing in his book,On Power,de Jouvenel said "The essential
Kentucky Burley Sales
psychological characteristic of our age is the predominance of
For Jan 11. 1973
fear over self-confidence." It is this characteristic which has By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Markets Pounds SoldAyerage
produced the securitarian trend in our society. In earlier times 130wling
Green 48.931, 77 93
79 37
166,868
Americans were libertarians, as opposed to securitarians. They Carrollton
„67,876
78.00
Covington
felt that they weren't sufficiently free, and demanded a wide
56,468
79 37
Cynthiana
measure of liberty In the past quarter centruy , however, Danville
79 97
151,526
60.450
BO
HarrOdsburO
55
Americans have had a differnet attitude. They have felt themNO SALE
selves insufficiently protected. Thus they surrendered liberties to Henderson
Honkinsviiie
79
24
56 004
government. The securitarian trend is incompatible with liberty. Lebanon
78 99
57 546
-,-781,490 50 52
inglcin
In time a securitarian regime does away with all traces of Lei
44,344 80.01
Lannon
liberty and the vestiges of a free society sink without a trace. This LOwsv ,1 le
79 48
101,1106
4,4116 75 73
is what happened in ancient Rome where the old Roman psyche MAyl.eld
71
•
79
134.352
MAysvIlle
gave way to the psychology of fear_girre the tyrannical imperial Morehead
73,817 .J9 92
adii sterling • 417,755 80 75
government offered economic security in lieu of liberty.
-2.1.L.. 77.70
It is astounding how little conscious many Americans are of the Owi•nshorlr-232
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the will. We can repiald out indicidual lives aRr iiiir national life
by stressing ConstrectIve, even heroic mines We ran't fight
..
against debasing ideas, movements and social phenomena. We
The 3.986-inilelongs border
can reconstruct the barriers to internal barbarism. We not only between Canada and the- U S.
'ban do these tings but we must do them if our civilization and our has been unfortified for more
than a century
liberties are to survive,

Burley
Sales
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or more employes will be required to keep records of wage
increases and must produce
them on request, All units of 5,000 or more employes will be
required to file wage-increase
reports with the Cost of Living
Council. Smaller employe units
will be exempt from making
these reports.
Qs Who is running the progyam?
A. The Pay Board and Price
Commission have been abolish.
functior
their
ed, and
transferred to the Cost of living Council. The council will
oversee continued mandatory
controls in the food and health
areas.
Q. Whalubout rent controls'
A: They are abolished .
Q. What about the hundreds
of price-increase requests before the Price Commission and
wage boosts before the Pay
Board?
A. The government says that
it will clear out these requests
during a 90-day period. But, for
all practical purposes, the controls are off. A company with a
request pending, if it thinks it
can prove it is within the standards, can go ahead and raise
prices without prior government approval.
Q. How will the government
punish a violator'
A. The Cost oi Living Council
can issue a temporary order
setting interim wage and price
levels, set a price ceiling, and
even roll back price or wage increases that violate the voluntary standards.
Q. But aren't the standards
really mandatory then'
A. Perhaps. It's the "stick-inthe-closet" approach, The system will depend on how tough
the government is in enforcing
the "voluntary" Mandanis.
Q. Are all food prices controlled'
A. All but those at the farm
level, where they hale am op
the most.
Q. How can a consumer teKK.
a price Increase he notices at
the department store is wthin
the voluntary standard?
- A. It won't be easy. The price
standards are so complex that
only an accountant, and the
IRS, can figure out if the increase is legal. The MS will
still handle complaints from
consumers.

problem.
Joseph T. Craig, 27, who is one
Q How will wage boosts be
of four convicts charged with
holding a guard and two other watched'
A All employe units of 1,000
prison employes with knifes
throughout the night of Aug. 23,
1971 Craig is serving a life
term as a habitual criminal.
Cowan identified the others
as John B. Preston, 41, serving
a life term for armed robbery,
and Robert Lee Warfield, 27,
serving a life sentence as a
JAMES GARNER
habitual criminal and a 10-year
KATHARINE ROSS
term for manslaughter
Monty
Cowan said Warfield was involved in the stabbing of an inmete last year
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CANADIAN LUMBER
'One-fourth of U.S. softwood
lumber consumption is imported from Canada, with
most lumber used in the East
being Canadian.
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Everybody says
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teenagers, and t
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17 Honored
In Plant
Ceremonies
CALVERT --CITY, Ky.-Seventeen B. F. Goodrich Chemical
Company employes have marked
20 years of service with the company and were honored at ceremonies held at the plant.
The 17 were among the original
group employed at the plant
which also marked its 20th year
of operation on Jan. 5.
Completing 20 years with BFG
were W. Reece Barrett and J.
B. McLemore who began employment on Jan. 1, 1953; Robert
L. Butler. Clyde Brady, A. H.
Cessna, Henry F. Davis, Oran
Johnston, Arnold J. King. Curt
Reynolds, Edward H. Sanders,
William C. Sexton, Frank G.
Tonisit, Buford Wood, and Donald Wyatt, all hired on Jan. 5,
1953, and T. L. Bouland, Doyke
Johnston and William F. Travis,
Jae. 6, 1953.
The ceremonies were conducted by C. L. Woods, plant manager; R. W. Edwards, manager
of industrial relations, and Walter E. Brodine, chief engineer
for BFG Chemical in Cleveland
who served as plant manager at
Calvert City from 1956 to 1966.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Franc.* Drake

FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 14, 1973
Look in the section in which
yotir birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Aye, there's a rub
in th, business scheme

SCORPIO
(ct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day for POSITIVE action!
With your innate intuition and
purposeful vigor, you should go
far now. Regard competition as
e challenge -- to be met and
bested!

nte-1.

Saturday, January 13
The Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
at the home of Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Wesel Highway, at
1.30 p.m. Members of the Sons
of the American Revolution will
be guests.
_
Sunday, Jaauary 14
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
monthly fellowship breakfast at
the Holiday Inn at nine a.m.

Club will meet with Mrs.
p.m.
Delbert Newsome at 12:30
Methodist
United
The
Women of Good Shepherd
Church will meet at one p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m. New officers will be
installed.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
iTheet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Sam
Knight, David Gowans, Keith
Hays, Robert E. Johnson,
James Kline, Glenn Wilcox,
Richard Hutson, and John
Taylor as hostesses.

Executive Council
Of Homemakers Has
Business Meeting
The Executive C'ouncil of the
Calloway Codfity Homemakers
Club met Thursday, January 4,
at ten a.m. in the office of Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, Home Agent,
with the president, Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, presided al the getbusiness
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By Jerry
-Well, I think I'll just go on
back to bed," 1 thought to
myself. "Pat must have decided
not to go hunting today. And I
don't like to go duck hunting
alone on the river, it's too
dangerous.
My. old pal, Pat Scott, local
fireman, and I had planned a
duck hunt for today.
'•1 guess we'll just have to go
some other time," at that
thought I crawled back into bed
and eased off to dreamland.
- Ring-Ring-Ring." The
phone. I regained my senses
and stumbled to the phone,
"Hello".
.
"Hi"said Pat. "Sorry I didn't
come over, Deenon didn't wake
me up. Do you reckon we still
have time to do any hunting?"
'•'Well, I replied, -It's 5:30,
how long will it take you to get
here"
"I'll be there in 30 minutes,"
Pat replied.

Aiter'hanging up and donning shots In the background and we
my clbthes once more, I knew the ducks were in for
grabbed a bite to eat, and next some hard times. It wasn't long
thing I knew Pat rolled into the before we had motored several
driveway. After booking up the miles down the river and were
boat we were on oar way to our watching for circling ducks. We
honey soot.
figured this would be the best
"It'll be after 8:00 when we way to find them since we were
get set up, Pat," I said "But late getting started.
maybe we can still ,get a few
Then we saw them, hundreds
ducks." ,
of them, and we knew we were
-We'll have fun anyway," he in for sonic fun, if we could get
said.
to where they were using. We
"I got a bunch of decoys in the knew there were shallow places
truck we can use," Pat said. that we'd have to pull the boat
"Oh,I've got enough for today," over but we were determined to
I replied -and besides, they're reach these ducks, so we
already in the boat."
trudged on until our path was
"Have you got your coleman free of debree.
heater?" I asked Pat.
After we'd gotten closer, I
"Yep, I get her in the truck realized these ducks were using
the same location that a friend
"Good," 1 replied. "We're and I had taken a limit of ducks
gonna need it today. There's two days earlier, but someone
bad weather predicted." "
had already set up here. It was
It was well after daybreak Jim King and Bill 1,yle, but they
when we backed the boat to the evidently weren't hidden well
waters edge. We could hear enough. The ducks wouldn't

come close enough to them for a
shot. We decided we'd riot interfere with them, so we went
about a quarter of a mile north
and set up in a corner.
No sooner had we gotten set
up then the ducks began to
come,and we were ready. "It's
snowing" says Pat. Sure
enough, small flakes of snow
began to fall along with some
mixed sleet.

bring him down at that range.
The old goose lumbOred off
down the river and we knew
he'd not be back. "Ducks
overhead" says Pat. Two
mallards were heading for the
decoys with wings set. "You
take the right and I'll get the
left," I said. •'0K" Pat replied
as he snapped off his safety.
"Get 'em," I whispered. lip
wecarne and down they came.
!They folded as neat as one-two.
"Don't move," I whispered, "Nice shooting" I said to Pat.
"geese coming in,"
-Man that's what makes duck
A gib honker was cupped up hunting a great sport," Pat
and falling for the two goose said.
floaters we'd brought with us.
More _ducks moved in behind
We didn't have a call with Us,sy us and swung wide. I called and
We called with our
clucked and they cupped for the
set in the decoys about 65 yards decoys and came in for a lanout. "Let's raise up and get ding.
him," I whispered. Just as we
Just before they cupped for
raised up the honker took to the the decoys and came in for a
air and we burst 6 caps at the landing.
old goose. The feathers fogged,
Just before they set they
but the No. 6 duck shot we were suspected foul play and they
shooting just wasn't enough to took to the air. But one came on
in and set down. We were up
fast now and as he took to the
air we dropped the big mallard
.drake on the water.
Since our boat blind was
pretty shaky we decided Tether
than tear it down getting in and
out, we'd simply let the
greenhead float to the bank with
the wind.
We knew we were well hidden
in our unique boat blind. The
next ducks came right on in and
tried to light in the decoys.
Before they had a chance we put
our twin 870 Remington
magnums into the action and
brought down two more for
company to the other mallard
now floating against the bank.
"Hey, it's really beginning to
snos ,•' Pat said.
Sure enough flakes the size of
thumbnails were pepoer11114
down, muted with occasional
sleet
"Perfect day," I exclaimed.
"We should easily get our
_Jinni" I only regretted that my
PAllickey Lowe Could net
have been here to, enjoy this
action too.
The next two ducks came in
• from behind us and responded
to my call with cupped wings
and sailed for the decoys. Just
before they set in the decoys we
took them pretty as you please.
All the time we were waiting
GOOD DAY'S WORK—Pat Scott proudly displays his limit taken as the lake after a late start
we sere watching flocks el

ducks in the nearby Missouri
cornfields, hoping they would
give us a pass.
•'How conic those ducks won't
come On into our decoys," Pat
asked.
"Well," I replied, "an old
time duck hunter told me once,
when I was a Isid growing up on
the Cumberland River, that
ducks will never light any closer
to your blind than the farthest
decoys when the wind is at your
back and you've •got your
decoys set with a little pocket in
the middle. In fact, he also told
me that they will most likely
light right at the mid-point of
the pocket, but just a little
outside the detdPs. It has
seemed to hold' true all these
years past for rue, also, I try
never to set my decoys any
farther than 30 yards from the
blind, but occassionally I do
mess up and set them a little too
far in fact I did just that very
thing recently."
"Ducks overhead," Pat
whispered. Two mallards were
sliding for the decoys right over
our heads at 30 yards. I don't
have to tell you what we did, we
did just as you would have done
had you been there—we busted
'ern.
"We only need one more,
Pat" I said' "And here he
comes!" A mallard drake
sailed into the decoys. After
adding him to the bag we
realized it was time to go. We
had our limit.
It's sometimes tempting to
stay, but it wasn't long til we
had our decoys in the boat and
were slapping the waves back to
where we'd Winched our boat
that morning at 8.30. Its nice
when you can set up late and
still get home for a little bite of
dinner. But even after we'd left
early, we still footed around and
ate lunch and before long the
afternoon had slipped by us.
But we didn't care, we were
enjoying each others' company—a....____
That's 1* way It—is with
someone yen enjoy beim
especially someone that- loves- f-the same sport as you.
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PAT SCOTT lowers the boom on a low -flying mallard.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
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BRINGING IN THE KILL—PatScott wades out in the shallows to retrieve his game.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

JIMMY MeCLURE,left, Danny Maynard,and Kynois McClure each got two Canadian geese on a
duck hunting trip in Ballard County last Saturday with Jack Linhlad. part owner of Rice Hunting
Club, as their guide The group left with five other hunters b flashlight early Saturday morning. The
first part of the trip was by motor boat,then by jeep, and transferring again to a motor boat to reach
the hunting area on theflhieRIVer. They rettirlilirdhyillistiltgbt Saturday night witheselt
hunters getting two geese except oeehunter who only bagged one. This was Kynois McClure and
Maynard's first hunting trip,-but Krnois' son; Jimmy, had been previously. McClure and his son are
la the building contracting business and Maynard is with the Singer Fabric Shop. They said they saw
now geese, but they were verv high and were unable to shoot any of them.
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THE CARR RATINGS

•
team with a 15-39-2 record in its
first four years and, in 1970,
vaulted them into the playoffs
with a 10-4 mark, then brought
them the AFC title with a 10-3-1
record a year later.

dead-serious, was even more so
Friday at the coaches' final appearance before the press. At
times he sounded bitter about
the attention which he and his
players have received this past
Allen, usually tight-lipped and aeek.

SERVICE

MURRAY

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
Phone 753-9999
7th & Maple St.

Great Growth
for

Murray Branch
and our Parent Company

341000,000 "THANKS"
34 Million Is A Lot of Anything!!
(Especially Money)

----

Friday's
College
Basketball
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
EAST
Southampton 114, Baruch 74
Williams 71, kiochester 70
Northeastern 73, Harvard 69,
-overtime
Coast Guard 42, Rates 41
Utica 89, Rochester Tech 79
.
MIDWEST .
Mich. Tech 62, Bemidji St. 60
Coe, Iowa 87, St. Olaf 77
S. Dakota St. 57, Mankato St.
49
S. Dakota 72, N.D. 68
N. Iowa 101, Augustana, S.D.
78
Luther 71, Wm. Penn. 56
Morgan St. 91. Shsw 83, overtirfie
s 52 ,
nee
tawre
.
!via Wesleyan 92, Eureka 62
Marion 76, Concordia, Ind. 71,
Sinclair 82, Indiana-East 80
Mo.-KC. 83, Austin Col. 79

4

LAGRANGE
WOOSTER
WRIGHT STA TX

SEA

15

17
20

SHORTER
HEIDELBERG
WILBERFORCE

WINONA

WITTENBERG

S. W. MINNESOTA
22
MUSK INGUM
12
PC T-966

MISSED-270
HIT-1750
•NS RECORD
RATINGS SERVICE
COPYRIGHT 1973 BY THE CARP

SPECIALS!

ONE HOUR SERVICE

DRY' CLEANING

OFFER

HOME LOANS
SAVINGS
Earn Up To

6%
—311.413,721.21 MILLION

Record Of
Savings
Growth

—2$ Million
24 Million
20 Million
16 Million

—12 Million
—8 Million
'62

'63

'64

DEC 11.1971

MORTGAGE LOANS
F H A IMPROVEMENT LOANS
LOANS ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
*REAL ESTATE SOLD ON CONTRACT
REAL ESTATE OWNED
INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
OFF ICP EQUIPMENT lLess Depreciation I
OFFICE BUILDING & LEASE HOLCIMPROVEMENTS
OTHER ASSETS
DEFERRED CHARGES
CASH ON HAND AND IN BANKS
TOTAL ASSETS
FIRST

SAVINGS DEPOSITS
ADVANCE FEDERAL HOME LOAN
BANK OR BOR ROWE0 MONE Y
LOANS IN PROCESS
OTHER LIABILITIES
DEF ERR ED CR EDITS
SPECIFIC RESERVES
GENERAL RESERVES
,
SURPLUS
TOTAL LIABILITIES

'65

'66

DEC II

'67

H77

126,931,477.61
94,254.64
231,49/.51

130,390.765.89
134,6414.17

15,944.44

5,650 21
NONE

NONE
1,250,400.00
35,574.06

262,364 27

1,377,100 00
81,333.10

409,966.113
231,716.73

412,1136.95
255,274 011

14,156.13
1 704 333 11

1,074,565.49

131.019,313.76

'68

45,910.56
534 040,404

32

$75,571,540 00

$30,473,721.28

NONE
3.400000 91

NONE
1,239,573.91

174,574 61

173,559 13

109,170 SS

120,344 86

435 46

— 10,068 40

1.580,000 00
232,155.20

1,730.000.00

$31,019,313.76

297,636.74
-711—S4.
T3.73Z0

93
YEARS
OF
SAFETY

Nil t MIR NAV NAVE

SUSI MS1RE1

OFFICERS &
EMPLOYEES
MURRAY BRAP4CH
9C.1 T NOMA%
l`rnadral amfil 145Narf

SOSST •11100•11
9••••14.1 Vt,. prmiam

,

• nON•LDIV

041.011CARLL
.•KtAyrs.mmol.

, Jan. IS, 16, 17 *
* Good Monday, Tuesday a Wed.
Long

COATS
and

Plain DRESSES

$•°9
each

CES HERE -*
* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVI

Down Town

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
-TartAliltR-S;

ONE HOUR SERVICE

Federal Savings and Loan Phone 1
. u,
Main at .
,
Murray
7th -1!"_

•••.
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PAGE SIX

• -10f1ANKFOHI, Ky. Al44.The Legislative Audit C I la
rids
mittee said Thursday i
snautics
no fault with the
department's pr ice of furtransportation
nishing free
rnor and lieutenant
for the
gov

vided to those two officers
Gov. Wendell Ford's administration bought a $335,000 Merlin
twin-engine turbo-prop plane almost a year ago.
It is being used increasingly
by IA. Gov. Julian Carroll and

•lioa ever," t& added, "io the
interest of full disclosure, the
conunittee recommends that
descriptions of the department
functions, particularly the narrative accompanying the biennial executive budget, disclose
that transportation is so pro-

other state officials as well as
Ford, whowants to lower operational coata.

The audit figures showed the
Merlin eight-seater craft costs
far more to operate -- $175 an
hour -- than any other of a doz-

Bracelet Emblem May Save Lives

Alert, a nurse and the Northern
By EVE SHARBUTT
nia Womens Amateur
Califor
AP Newsfeatares Writer
Golf Champion
NEW YORK (AP) - Linda
"My dad started out as just
Collins Maurer travels a good one person spending his own
deal and wears an unusual money on an idea he thought
bracelet that often draws atten- was worthwhile He would travel in his spare time tie was a
uon
•'Bid lasiabit at asking -what surgeon and general-practelling people:Weftthe bracelet is. people • see- it- titioner
these days and start telling me uig letters
At first, before we set up
the story of Medic Alert.- she
said twisting the silver chain the foundation, we operated out
with its dog tag -like plate en- of the rumpus room at our
graved with the caduseus. in- house just the family and volternationally recognized sym- unteers, working on the files.
answering letters But about
bol for the medical profession
Mrs Maurer the original 1960 we began getting such a
Medic Alert member knows tremendous response we
the story well It was her brush couldn't handle it. and my Dad
with death after an allergic re- started getting a staff, she
action to tetanus antitoxin said
Dr Jahn Maurer remembers
which spurred her father. Dr
Marion Collins. to form 'the when he first began dating
Medic Alert Foundation Inter- Linda that they had to help open
mail before they went out
national
He was undeterred in his
That was m 1956 Today more
than 350.000 Amerwans wear courtship The MAurers are
Medic Alen emblems for more parents of three children and
than 200 different conditions, live in Turlock. Calif . home of
ranging from allergies to heart Medic Alert Dr Maurer, a psydisease to wearing contact len- chiatrist. is on the board of
directors of the foundation and
ses.
"Irn still enthused about the practices in a clinic there
Now international in scope
concept. said Mrs Maurer.
program advisor to Medic Medic Alert is nonprofit chan

To Linda and John Mauler,
those letters are ample reward
for the work they do

IT NIEVES FAIL5.. THREE
ROOT 8E025 AND WOOKTOCK
FALLS 60UN0 A5LEEP:
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BIONDIE
MURRY -GET DRESSED
AMO COME CrOsvnISTAIRS
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Frances Drake

COMPLETE HOME
REMODELING

FOR MONDAY.JANUARY 15, 1973

Bill Houghton
753-0961
WrdWw
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CAPRICORN

Dec. 22 to Jan 201

Act swiftly If conditions seem
right, but proceed slowly where
-the going is tricky and there are
TAURUS
1. obstacles which cannot be
(Apr. ZI 141May 41) 640
An analytical look at your overlooked
position may indicate some new AQUARIUS
avenues to pursue. Keep an (Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
If faced with a "sticky"
eass yet alert eye on future
ly,
moves Taper off in late hours Is problem, face up to it square
analyze carefully and you will
relax
reach the right solution Good

a

.glkt

THE PHANTOM
me. THEY
Can. ME useiESS 1 &JESS

I'll.
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TAKE (APE .73F YOU,
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Paris Home
Improvement
IMPROVE THE
EXTERIOR
Of' YOUR HOME
with our
•
NEW INSULATED
ALUMINUM
or
VINYL SIDING
We also bandit Storm
Windows, Doors, Shutters,
Gutters and New Roofs.
We also handle Storm
Windows, Doors, Shutters,
Gutters and New Roofs.

will help you.

'Uranus influences
(May. 71 to June 21)
S
If you have a problem to PLSCE
to Mar 20 ,
20
(Feb.
afearly
the
until
solve, wait
, but not abrupt,
concise
Be
be
will
ces
ternoon when influen
your own infurther
to
eager
be
better than in the a.m. It may
, but not unmindful of
better for you to modify your terests Your attitude can
others.
attitudes and demands.
change the whole picture, one
CANCER
way or the other
June 72 to July 23)
may
policy
your
to
Opponents
YOU BORN TODAY are a
have a point or two. Try for highly energetic person; enclarification. Some differences dowed with a lively imagination
can be avoided.
and unusual versatility along
LEO
lines. You are an ex41A creative
:
July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124
cellent organizer but may
t
sugges
Solar influences now
overly elaborate details. You
that you get a tight hold on reins strike out for the extraordinary,
and direct with finesse; also and become so enthused that
show a willingness to be taught you corral others' interest and
a new trick or method.
usually achieve outsized atVIRGO
tainment. You have a strong
A
A.
.
e
( Aug. 24 to Sept. MI WP U'
will - sometimes even too
Excellent aspects encourage strong for, once having become
artistic pursuits, romance, set on any principle or idea, it
domestic interests. Day spells takes a long time, if ever„ to
determination,
action,
change your mind. Try to be
aggressiveness. Plan wisely. more flexible, and DO listen.
Sometimes the "other fellow"
. 24 to Oct. 23) Arle DOES have some good ideas
LIBRA
(Sept
Generous aspects favor both Fields in which you could attain
the revival of old projects, if your greatest successes:
still feasible, and the launching Science, literature, the drama,
of new ones that could better journalism, the graphic arts.
• •
your chances of advancement.

yPEA

POTATO LOAF
LOAF CARROT Lboke
AMP CuesTARD LOAF

•

Choose your course wisely.

. 241lOto Nov. 22) ni/eV
"
0ct
(SC43
Dissidents may try to

8E1'5
WaEN
GP1N6 ON AN
LCTrA rr6
FOR 1-11M TO
STOP

dissuade you from following
well-founded plans or carefully
made decisions Pay no attention to them. Stick to your

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Fee
Skin ailment
Amend
Atmospheric
disturbances
13 Diphthong
14 Baton
16 Exist
17 Pigpen
19 Consumed
20 Wager
21 Part of foot
23 Equality
24 Wife of Zeus
25 Shore birds
27 Approachm
29 Beam
30 Inlet
31 Join
33 Liquefies
35 Entreaty
36 The self
38 Stitches
40 Sum up
41 Boa
43 Plunge
44 Note of scale
45 Wise
47 A state (abbr.)
48 Vast hordes
SO Platforms
51 Cook slowly
53 Pertaining
to an era

1
5
9
11

NANCY
I NEVER SAW
SEE -THOSE CO-OP
APARTMENTS
MUST*

'

A

SUCH TINY
ROOMS

TH EY1R E
SMALLER THAN
A CHICKEN
COOP
46"

0

•/
It,

00
00
470

a
0
...•••••••••••

• €#
•VW,

LIL' ABNER

••••••• 1,••••••

0'COURSE
Ng. WANTS
TO KNOW --

f<;;•--

-15UT HE
GOT 100
MUCH

JAH
MIAS?

°worry,:
TO GIVE
-

DOWN
I Seesaw/
2 Opus (abb.)
3 French plural

otos

.10•-•

esc
/-1.3

Inflenen4P
5 Scar disk
Tha heart
7 Neil,' (ebb,)
Glowing coals

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • Perlianill 140 pope
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forecast on heellh, yreeith, lore
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rnarrimpe. serwl II CO plus iS
le
coin Kyr postage and hardline
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STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
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DUPLE)
bedroonis
ceranuc
dryer ho
$125.00 po
Phone 753
TWO BE
air cond
water fu
after 4 p.11
FURNIS
living ro
with shov
bedroom:
nients,
6609
TWO BE
$48.00 pe
boyhood.
NICE 1:
trailer on
Tom lay)
of town.
753-6035 d
nights.

ALTOS FOR SALE
GOOD 1960 CHEVY 2-ton truck.
winch and wrecker. Has 20-ton
winch and 1968 327 engine
$800.00 1963 Dodge, 3,4 ton truck
with side tool bins, 6 cylinder
straight drive, $450 1950 Chevy,
1 12 ton, dump truck. Runs good
and has a good dump $250 1965
Mercury 4 drive, sedan, good for.
second car, $200. See or call at
Stark's Mobile Home's. 753J 18C
6714

---41wct BF
----North 9th
9th. WOG
236 Loci
61760.

FURNIS
f°manor

FURNIS1two bedro
9957.

1968 ELDORADO Cadillac, full
power and climate control. Also
1966 Chevelle, automatic, phone
J 13P
753-2493.

TWO B
trailer, a
from Mu
and watt
month. P
6332.

1971 NOVA, small V8, with less
than 6,000 miles $1950, like new,
equipped with burglar alarm.
J17C
Phone 753-0856
1970 TOYOTA land Cruiser,
hardtop. Four-wheel drive, 24,000
miles. $2350. See at Jerry Stallons
Used Cars, 1410 Glendale Rd.,
J16P
Murray,Ky.

TWO E
apts. Lo
stove, re
carpet. I
Couples

1970 .OPEI. Kadette station
wagon. Very good condition.
J16C
$995.00. Phone 753-3518.

THREE
Located
furnishe
Call 753
Main S)

Salaries Of Officials
To Be Studied By BC

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

eeel

THREE I
baiii and
College.
Farm Rol

WILL DO baby-sitting in my
y
Monda
gs,
evenin
or
days
home,
through Saturday. References
furnished Phone 753-0342. J 16C

753-1916

ago

•••••

SHOP EC
Phone 753

GENERAI. HOUSE wiring.‘.
Installation or rework. No job too A
big or too small. Call Jim for /I
estimate, 436-2159. February 16P

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now
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0003M0 01:10030
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Reckless
Jumps
Strict
Bristle
Parent teacher
group
(abbr )
18 Looped for
20 Chastised
22 Climbing
plant
24 Calls
26 Caustic
substance
28 Before
31 Trees of birch - 35 Brazilian
estuary
family
37 Mild
32 African
expletive
squirrel
39 Resorts
33 Specks
41 Ship's
complensent
34 Part that
42 Heraldry:
turns on a
grafted
bog
heeded

9
10
11
12
15

LARGE 1
apartmen
entrance.
1203.

WILL STAY with elderly person,
day or night. Can provide
references. Call collect-522J15P.
3166.

e

o

I

FREE
ESTIMATE

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars

GEMINI

•IDe

DAGWOOD,
WAKE UP!
I i-lAvE A BIG

Your Individual Horoscope

which seem to get nowhere. A
change of pace, direction,
momentum may be the answer.
Give this adequate thought

THREE I
upstairs,
a month. I

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

objectives as hog as YOU know
they are worthwhile. •
SAGITTARIUS
#
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4
Marcos
San
of
The University
planetary influences
Fine
is
one
1551.
in Peru, founded in
ARIES
now stimulate your versatility,
of the oldest in the Western (Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
good ideas and all-around
Hemisphere
Jack up sagging productivity, competence A fine day for
revise the format of programs making notable advances.

QUAFF

GOLF

SETTLE
SEEits, Aso
.01R. DIFFEIZEACES USX..,
CIVILIZE-0 6F-KfLEMEN-

ROCFCes

"Our daughter a hemophilia
victim) was hit by a car She
had her Medic Alert bracelet on
and because of this, hospital
and doctor were ready for her
when she arrived "An epilepsy
victim wrote, -While driving
with friends 1 had a grand mal
seizure Your emergency number was called and instructions
for my resuscitation were received by my friends. Thank
you "
A diabetic wrote -Sometime
ago I was stopped by police
because 1 seemingly was not in
full control of my car I had Just
finished playing tennis and apparently didn't have enough extra carbohydrate The officer
saw my Medic Alert emblem
Rather than arresting me for
what appeared to be drunken
driving, he gave me some juice
from a thermos his wife had
packed for him, thereupon I
returned to normal."

The leitters pour an to the
Turlock foundation headquarters, telling of Medic Alert benefits There are so many they
are filed by months in which
they were received

WE'LL QUAFF- A FElo ROOT

1'1 1‘1.I.

7

able and tax-exempt It is dedicated to educating and encouraging individual's to wear identification of medical problems
that should be known in an
emergency The average member has 2.3 medical problems
such as multiple allergies.
Facts are registered in a central file and physicians may
check it at any time through a
telephone number engraved on
the identification tag
Linda Maurer pointed out
that all medical records of the
foundation are now on microfilm and can be reached more
quickly
"From the time a call comes
in with the serial number of the
Medic Alert number, to the
time the information is available from the file, the lapse
averages 30 seconds There's a
trust fund so that if something
should happen to Medic Alert.
the records will be kept up
through each member's lifetime." she said

sonnet of their eligibility to use
en state-owned planes.
However, it also costs far planes.
SERV1cES OFFERED
"Where the utilization of a
SERVICES OFFERED
less to operate than its predeshort
far
of aircraft falls
cessor, a twin-engine jet Com- type
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
the reasonable capacity of
mander eight-seater which the of
dethe
t,
aircraf
installation Phone 753-7850. TEC
type of
regime of Gov. Louie Nunn ob- that
REPARER, Inc.
U
BATEA
er a re-:
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partme
se
tained on a lease-purcha
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
duction In the size of the fleet,
offers
and
basis and turned back eventualalseybank gravel, fill dirt
inmore
a
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anied
Boat
ete
Compl
, 354-8138,
Hardin
ly. The Conunander cost $465 accomp
Phone
.
topsoil
numtensive use of a smaller
TFC
•
each hour of use.
or 354-6161 after 5:00 ti.n)
•
aircraft," it said.
None of the per hour cost es- ber of
FSiebervrgla
icess Repairs
The audit report, signed by:
timates Included the deprecia'JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
tee Chairman •
commit
audit
Heli-Arc Welding
tion factor.
v.
•
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
urged
o,
D-Wing
Clapp,
•
The bargain from the com- Lloyd
carpentry. Phone *1-5897 days or
Roy
asting
sioner
v
•
Sandbl
Commis
TFC
parative table appears to be a Aeronautics
•
753-7625 nights.
preto become more
Complete
Cessna single-engine four-sea- Beeknell
aid.
federal
ting
estima
in
ter with an estimated cost of cise
le:king Shop FOR ALL your additions%
It said significant overless than $11 per hour.
remodeling, residential or
of money to be reREPARER, commercial. New or old. Free
The Ford administration orig- statements
U
TEA
'BA
profund
ng
matchi
in
TFC
inally estimated the Merlin ceived
Inc
estimates. Cell 753-6123.
up state funds that •
could be flown for $100 an hour. grams tie
appropriated for other.
• Jan Dalton, Mgr.
In the effort to lower costs it could be
WILL DO Sewing, alterations my
y
Murra
3,
te
1--Rou
has been used about 20-times in programs.
ty. Phone 753-7987. J15C
special
should
it
said
The committee
•
the past five months by various
28u..
be possible to forecst more ac- ...Ptrone 502-474-22
state agencies.
availability of airThe audit committee said the curately the
TREE PRUNING and removal,
pment money from
develo
port
should
ment
depart
and selling some firewood. Call
aeronau4s
Kentucky's
J16P
Les Rolfe, at 753-3531
do its part to reduce per hour Washington during
periods.
costs 4 informing state per- biennial budget
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
fah .Street. "Every day you.
Jelay lets bugs have their
TE(
way."

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The Legislative Research Commission has ordered a study of
the statutorially-regulated salaries of public officials and,
asked for recommendations for
changing the way they are aet.,_
The suggestion for the study
was made Thursday by 1A.
Gov. Julian Carroll, who said in
particular changes should be
made in the lieutenant governor's salary.

EFFIC
across
Parkin
now. Ca
4978.

TRAM
Mrs. Br
Court.
trance.

- at both the state arid local
level. He added that such a system now is used by 20 states.
House Speaker Norbert
Blume quickly agreed, saying
an inordinate amount of time is
taken up each legislative ses- with. consideration of
changing the salaries of various
officials.
-A.study previously had been
ordered of legislators' salaries
in other staes, which now presumably will be incorporated
with then new study approved
unanimously by the I.RC.

LARG1
furnish
carpor
Phone'

LARGI
apartn
only. 1'
753-140

DUPI
furnisl
stove,
dispos
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1. Ada
2660.

Carroll said the lieutenant
Sen. Wilfam Sullivan, 0-Hengovernor should not receive two
, commented that anothderson
In
time.
same
the
s
at
salarie
addition to continually receiv- er advantage to having an indesh
ing his own salary, state laws pendent commission establi
local
and
state
of
s
the
salarie
a
of
salary
now give him the
the.
governor, when the actual gov- officials would be to keep
ernor is out of the state, and an job out of polities.
additional $2,300 for presiding
"As long as I can rememover the Senate during legislaber," Sullivan s'aid, "that has
tive sessions.
been one of the thorns in the
Carroll said he felt the lieu- sides of the legislature. Certain
tenant governor should receive ly a study is warranted."
In other business, the I.RC
only one salary at a time hilt
that that salary should be unanimously approved making
raised after he leaves that of- Sen. Michael Moloney, D-Lexfice in 1975. Carroll draws $20,- ington, an interim member of
000r as lieutenant governor, hav- the 111C until new leadership
ing ordered stopped a $2,500 posts are filled for the 1974
raise enacted by the 1972 Gen- General 'Assembly.
eral Assembly.
Moloney will fill the vacancy
caused. by the resignation' ot.

Gaga

getup a•nrf: tetiate

Leitik Waiter. "

dal commission wiic5h Would • Dee'' Huddiestonli'tlizabethset the salaries of all exerutive, town upon- his election as U.S.
judicial and legislatitie officers Senator.
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FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM house with
upstairs, partly furnished. $85.00
a month. Ph.753-8669.
J15C

All Seats
75'

DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
bedrooms, central heat and air,
ceramic tile bath, washer and
dryer hook up, built in stove.
$125.00 per month plus utilities.
Phone 753-7850.
TFC

NICE 12x60, three bedroom
trailer on private lot. Located on
Tom Taylor Rd. Two ues south
of town. $85.00 a month Phone
753-6035 days and 4924842
rughts.
J16P

FURNISHED APT. For information phone 7534169. Jl3C
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
two bedroonas. Phone 7539957.
J16C

THREE ROOM garage apt
Located at 1101 Main St. Fully
furnished will rent to students.
Call 753-1651, Roberts Realty 505
Main St.
J13C
EFFICIENCY Apartments
across street from campus.
Parking provided. Available
now. Call 753-4342, after five 7534978.
J13C
TRAILERS FOR rent or sale see
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dills Trailer
Court. Murray Drive 'In entrance.
J13C
LARGE TWO bedroom unfurnished duplex aparinent with
carport, $110.00 per month.
Phone 753-1637.
J13P

FOR SALE

.
44'
0Z

ICE SKATES, girl's size two,
68.00. Call 753-5693 or 7539989.
J13C

‘t•

INANSELind
CvitIETEL

t

ritniecoiso
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Sit
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•is71 I., Uoirl /*re 19.0.•• be,

'THE FOOTBALL SEASON I st.tr OVER. 11-1E
NORTHEAST PLAYS -THE SOUTHWEST, THEN
SOUTH], EAST PLAYS 'THE 140R11-4 13`? WEST
1-104.1'THE EAST 13Y WEST PLAYS 1HE NoRTH
F3`e NORTHWEST. AFTER THAT--- "

We, Scarborough Plumbing and Electric tried
to retire and couldn't, thanks to the demand of
our old customers and friends. Please call our
old number: 753-5543. Nights and emergencies
753-0888.

WE ARE ...

TIRES

SA F T BlIr
.•

OVER STOCKED
With Famous Long Lasting

DEMLIIM
Rut Nan
...

licensed Contractors

SPECIAL SALE
PRICES!!

HELP WANTED

PERSON WHO wishes to live
with an American family for the
NE:MI-DRIVERS needed. Local
spring semester. Will Day for
companys need Certified Semi* COME BY AND SEE US *
food and room. Ph.767-6561 .118C
Drivers. Earn $3004400 per week.
No experience _necessary, will
train. For application call 31/636-2675, or write Coastway
Corner 016th & Main
Phona.253-5862
BRIDGE' CIA.SSFS
American Systema.-P701. Box
Monday
Night
7-9
p.m.
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
(all-ALMA TRACY
REGISTERED BLACK Angus 1971 HONDA SL 175, excellent
46291.
January25('
753-4602
cattle. 8 heifers, 4 bulls, age 6 to condition. Also 2 year old saddle
41(
alIMPrillia.21104 12 months. Call James Mit- horse with saddle. Phone 753J17P
chuson,437-4365.
J15P 4545.

Cain Gulf Service

5

I Help Wanted
Retired Man

to keep office and take
telephone orders 3 days
a week.
Apply In Person
at

Ky. Lake Oil Co.
Hwy. 121 So.
WANTED SERVICE man for
mobile homes. Must be Jack of
all trades. Good pay, good hours.
Apply in person to Starks' Mobile
Homes in Alm()
JI6C
--

Lady for part-time or
possibly lull time. In local
store.
Drug
drug
knowledge is helpful, light
typing and filing. Many
company fringe benefits.
P.O. Box 32-V Murray,Ky.
42071

ONE ViiiCE of Music, 200 watt,
deluxe receiver for $200.00. One
Realistic-stereo amp. $45.00. One
Realistic Quadrasonic Adapter,
$30.00. One Sony mike mixer,
$25.00. One set of small two-way
speakers, $213.00. One Sony play
record 8-track tape deck, $95.00.
All equiprnentiike new. Call 7536882 after 5:00p.m.
J15C
TWO YEAR old Baldwin piano
I walnut), and Singer sewing
machine. Ph. 753-5343.
ADC

FOR SALE

Dean

Thank You, Calloway County!

Scarborough Plumbing
and Electric

TWO ALUMINUM storm windows. 63 inches length, overall
width 33,4" and 35,4". Good
condition. Both for $15.00. Phone
753-3202 after 5100 p.m. and
weekends.
J15C

REGISTERED
POLLED
Hereford bull, 22 months old.
Advanced mischief and Woodrow
breeding, Call Robert Bucy at
436-2146.
J15C

TRAILER, 10x56, 1964 model,
electric heat, air-condition,
washer , carpet, underpinning,
porch arid step. Ph.7534941. JUIC
_
HONDA 100 CC, good condition.
Two helmets, one new and one
used. Call 753-6213 after 5
TFC
p.m.

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas
- at -

Wholesale Prices

I. MrS:Glad)s Fanes, as of this
1971-61'x12' MOBII.E, home, two -JET(X) METAL detector, only a
date January 10, 1973 am not
bedrooms, central heat and air couple of weeks old. Can be seen
responsible for any debts °thee
conditioning, 10'3E15' room at- at 304 North 4th , after 4 p.m.J13C
than my own. Signed Mrs. Gladys
tached, and 10'x10 patio. Phone
Faries
J16P Benton
527-9943.
JI6C GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, solid
ssood with furitwood finish. $275
Central Shopping Center
SOLID MAPLE early American
See
at Dunn's Furniture and
J13C
divan. Call 753-1561.
If You
Appliances, or phone 753Phone 753-5865
J13C
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters 3996.
manufactured and installed by
NEW AND used tractor tires.
Please Phone
Atkins Gutter Installation, HOLSTEIN AND Jersey milk
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
cows
call
436-2139
or436Murray, phone 753-6407 or 753Your
J13C service. Vinson Tractor Co.
8992
January25C 5437.
Phone 7534892.
1TC
SEARS 36- white gas range. 12" PANSONIC TV with digital
6100.00 or best offer. Phone 753- alarm clock. 144 piece service for 1971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x50',
TFC 12. Bronzweare, with rosewood furnished and air conditioned.
7855 after 4:30 p.
If No Results:
handles. China service for 12 plus $2600.00. Phone 753-0113 or 753TWO FULL length ladles leather
J19P
serving pieces. Phone 753-7140 51.17 after 5:41Ip_in.
Phone
coats and party dresses size 10.
after 3:30p.m.
J17C
just like new. Ph 753-5950. 314Ni'
CLEAN FULL size box springs
and mattress. Phone 753ONE
aquarium
70
gallon
and
WANT
TO
BUY
Before 5:00 p.m.,
J16C
several small ones with ac- 1275.
Then
cessories. Phone 753-7664. JI3C
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
After 5:30 p.m. and
ELECTRIC GUITAR, like new, points. Also regular plow points,
good buy at $45.00. Phone 753- to fit most plows. Chisel plow
Until 6:30 p.m.
Good Used
Mi2,if interested.
J17C points, cultivator shovels and
sweeps Vinson Tractor Co. 753Refrigerator
ITC
CURTIS-MATHIS console stereo, 4892.
with AM-FM radio, turn table
Freezer Across Top
and tape deck. $350.00. Phone 753- PEKINGESE PUPPY
MUSIC
E456.
J13C registered, has had all shots
Call 753-5865
$60.00. Phone 753-9363.
J 19C

TV Service
Center

Miss Your Paper

:Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

Wanted To Buy

753-7278

DUPLEX APARTMENT, unfurnished, two bedrooms. Has
PIANO TUNING-Repairstove,- refrigerator and garbage
rebuilding. Prompt expert serdisposal. Electric heat and air
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
conditioned. Available February
pianos for sale.' Ben W. Dyer,
1. Adults only. Phone 753J16C AVON CAN-brighten your life- Muerayc Kentucky. Phone 7532860.
with extra cash you can earn as 8911.
F2C
in Avon Representative. It's a
ton & FOUND
great way to end money
-Selling our fanious
LOST: RAINCOAT which was worries
spare time. - Pianos -Organs
;instals in your
taken by mistake at the time of
Call'
443-31I66
F5C
Collect.
See why more peop1e hyp
Mr.
for
the "Masonic Rites"
Wurlitter than any othlr
Stranak, at the Max Churchill
Sales-Service Rental
piano
purchase. Pracisce piano and
funeral home. Please return to NURSE AIDES Applications are
studeos. J8.6 Music Cent!".
funeral home or call 753now being accepted for nurse
Murray, Ky. 7S3-7575.
J15C aides. Apply in person to West7544.
view Nursing Home, 1401 South
LOST: '73 WINGO high School 16th Street.
J15C PIANO TUNING and Repair
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
Class Ring, initials insidecraftsman Piano Technician
WOW. Reward. Call Collect: 376JI5C FEMALE TO train for assistant Guild,
5236:nTFC
manager. Write Hughes Paint
'LOST. BRITTAINY Spaniel Store, 401 Maple St. Murray,
-Jl7C
'white, with. red mark kegs..Ky
Music Lessons
PrOtesSional teachers 01
• Wearing a collar witE the
Piano, organ, voice, (purr'''.
• Jtelephone number:-763-5718. Loht ATTENTION' Interested in a job
accoedien, drunks and booed
Farm
College
instruments J
in the vicinity of
B Music
as guard. ExpErienced and good
(eviler, Murray, Ky
75.2
Road and Mayfield Highreferences. Contact Robert at
J13C Benton, call collect 527-7543..118P
way.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'

•,

VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Benne Highway, Paducah, Ky.
3..44$41/4..J13

Full iiingth Feature
Mus.cAi Friday, la
FAIRYLAND COLN

IlEAVELCOME NEW CUSTOMERS!!

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REGISTERED Pointer for sale
I's year old, white arid liver
color. Hunts 'lose. Call 753-7608
after 6 p.ns.
J 17C

FOR SALE

\AA0%0~0%/W
HELP
WANTED
room

LARGE MODERN three
apartment, furnished. Couples
only. No pets. Phone 753-7846 or
J 19C
753-1409.

IIT CALLS PoDsCM
ufTRO-G0i0MN-MAYER presents
MiCHAEl. MYIRBERG'S

Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Miller

•

TWO. BEDROOM house. 1.04
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois,
61760.
.119C

753-1916

( 11.1 MI NS MIlissl I S

We wish to Thank all the Farmers sincerely
for the business they have given us over the
past few years.

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609
J14C
TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
$48.00 per month, good neighborhood Call 489-2595
J15C

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . .

NOTICE

TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
air conditioned, all electric,
water furnished. Call 753-6551
after 4 pin.
J13C

tte station
condition
18.
J16C

11 the vacancy
r.esignatiorT °IL
lzatik Walter
nIf *Elizabeth4ection as U.S.

"111111124111.1111112410111

12:50 TRAILER, 2 miles East of
Murray. Phone 753-5998.
J15C

TWO EXTRA ruce efficiency
apts. Located N. 20th Street Has
stove, refrigerator, air-condition,
carpet. Rents for $90.00 a month.
Couples only.
J13C

can rememId, "that has
thorns in the
tare. Certainranted."
ss, the I,RC
roved making
•loney, D-Lexm member of
ew leadership
for' the 1974
ly,

1:00 til 3:00

THREE BEDROOM trailer with
!mill and half, 10157. Clon to
College. Located on Colfege
Farm Road. Ph. 753-3920.
J15C

nd Cruiser,
drive, 24,000
erry Stallons
lendale Rd ,
J16P

livan, D-Hen• that anothving an indeion establish
le and local
to keep the.-

witit

SATURDAY-JANUARY 13, 1973

Another View

NOTICE

Sat. & Sun.

SHOP FOR rent near Midway.
Phone 753-5411.
J25C

8, with less
, like new,
tar alarm.
J17C

sly had been
tors' salaries
ich now preincorporated
dy approved
LRC.

A P 12 I

LARGE FOUR room furnished
apartment gas, heat and priva
entrance. No pets Phone 781203.
J15C

KRAY. KENTUCKY

WANT-ADS

NOTICE

TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned. One mile
from Murray. Garbage pick up
and water furnished. $85.00 per
month Phone Cadiz, 5226332
J16C

te and local
t such a sysy 29 states.
r Norbert
reed, saying
nt of time is
gislative sesideration of
ies of various

•

This home has four bedrooms, large living room:
large
kitchen flu-lodes built in oven on
*************u'
a4
e ******
DUE TO OUR RECENT SALES, WE ARE IN NEED OF
PROPERTY TO SELL-GIVE US A CALL NOW AT

Wilson Real Estat
Member of Multiple Ilsting

202 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-326
- Sales Personnel Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Larry Wright 753-68
Wayne Miser) 753-5086
************************
PROPERTY FOR SALE
BORDFAING CITY LIMITS-Large 10 room borne-How
about an office building or a unique restaurant? Large lot to
accommodate periling.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, four bedrooms, two baths on
me level; the other level has three bedrooms, one bathincome property 510 feet from campus
FOUR BEDROOMS, large kitchen, living room, family
roam, carport. basement -large lot in county
ACIOUS ROOMS. one acre lot, tile bath, carport pins
garage, in county and under--412,040.
HEAT. FIVE BEDROOMS, family room. Adis
room, breakfast room, three bents, two fireplaces, garage,
rge lot with circle drive--East property line borders city
,
MUM POUR BEDROOMS, two baths. thrift
room allea disk* area, basement. Arrangement conducive to
three apartments. The borne Is located on approximately six
acres within k4 mile of city limits. The property has the
potential of 12 residential and-or commercial lots.
TWO MILES FROM MURRAY-Fourteen acres, four
bedrooms, three We baths, central heat and air, intercom,
3444 square feet, two outbuildings.
THREE BEDROOMS, living room, dining room, carpeted,
large lot in county. Priced tome!)for under-47,W
28 ACRES, eke build* Me, year mod water.
TWO BEDROOMS UP, Two down, family room, large kit-item with washer, dryer, built ho range, refrigerator, lot 139 x
:IA TRANSFERABLE LOAN Make an offer
************************
(Ave Laretta-753-4879; Larry-7534883, or Wayne-753-SIN
Call.

TWO ACEES off Hwy. 121 on BRICK DUPLEX apartment
blacktop 1836, good building building, one block
from
sight. Call 753-4497.
J15C University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
THREE BEDROOM frame of closet space and built-in
house, approximately 1 acre and dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartfull size basement, on blacktop, ment has living room, bedroom,
L2 mile north of Coldwater. kitchen and bath with shower
111,000.00. Phone 489-2110 or 489- Well insulated with rockwool in
2361.
J16NC the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. Good investment
THREE BEDROOM brick house, property for only $25,500.00.
two miles east of Murray. Phone Including two electric table top
1534319.
..T24P hot water heaters, 2 electric
stoves
and
2
electric
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
WANTED!
3chairs. Now renting for 12,400 00
Real Estate Listings
per year. Shown by appeintrnent
WILSON REAL ESTATE
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753292 S. 4th
7778
TFNC
753-2263

23.5 ACRE FARM with 3
INVESTMENT PROPERTY bedroom house, large machinery
Fwfurnished hi'use shed, hay barn, storage sheds.
with li iri 140111, kliChen,
$24,000.
1,0111 and bath, paneled walls.
5 ACRE TRACT. Good building
cici•trii heat. storill windows and site. 6 Miles Northeast of Murray.
SEVEN YEAR old bay gaited FENDER TELECASTER bass sh.riii doors. newly painted. Already has tobacco barn, corn
or 753-5108
gelding. Kid broke. Several other guitar, Kustorn 200 amp. Good Ai is, lot 93' .'xI40'. Now renting crib, and livestock barn.
$100 00 in., month Priced for 63 ACRES. Bottomland Good
horses for sale. Phone 753condition. Phone 753-3820. J16C quick s..41.. at
WANT TO buy good used baby
112,750.00. Including highway frontage. 3.36 Acre dark
J13C
=55.
bed with springs and mattrOss
4 beds. 2 'best ..f drawers, kit- fired tobacco base
NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5', chen table, with
Phone 753-7392.
J15C
chairs, electric 40 ACRE FARM 4 Mules East
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at and 6', lift type or pull type. store, electric refrigerator. of Hardin on Highway
80. $5000.
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. 1TC shussii las appoirilment
only.
IN MEMORY
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Phone J..1.(1 Pasco, Jr.,75391.3 ACRE FARM Good botIn memory of Harold 0. Poyner $1.00 Big K, Belair Shopping INSURANCE: Homeowners, 7278
• TEN( tornland. 3 bedroom house. Large
Farrnowners
Mobile
and
Homes.,
who passed away December 13. ,Center.
tobacco barn, hay barn, and
Low rates, broad covvage,
1972.
BY OWNER; - mar hedrocrr, machinery shed.
Excellent claim service,. Check
Darling, it has been one month
,home, with large den, large John Randolph Realty &
with
you
us
buy.
before
Galloway
since the Lord called you away
•private patio, large utility room, Auction Company 753-8182 or
Insurance & Realty Agency.
Darhng we still see you as you
maple cabinets, dishwasher, Keith Hays 489-2488
.113C
Phone 753-5842.
February 7C garbage disposal.
were, a loving husband and stepClose to Carter
----------Our
About
father,
THREE BEDROOM double- and Middle Schools. 'Priced to BEAUTIF'Ul.LOT for lintilediate
And above all suffering you had
Bank loan available to right building Sharp St near city park
Aluminum Sheets wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile sell.
a smile and love for all.
Homes, South Beltline Highway, person Phone 753-1822 days, or shopping venter, city school
Above thy deep and dreamless
753-6342 nights.
Paducah,Ky.Phone 443TFC hospital, umversity. Phone 606sleep the silent -Stars ,go by.
each
6150.
J13C
TFC
549-2494.
Yet in thy dark streets shineth
PEST CONTROL
the everlasting light where
AUTIF111. LOT for building
y_ARLETY of _pistols
The Ledger & Times ..LARGF.57_
- everyone is welcome.
ar golf course, boat ramps,
in Kentucky. No Ili-reuse in
AVERAGE HOME sprayed toe
Come ye all, be oith .Me„, by
40,000 acre national recreation
pass. Couptry Boy Store's,
1.03 N. 4th Street
$15.09. Sp month guarantee. No
faithin the Lord Jesus,I shall see
area, and ten million - dollar •
SIV•plus. 9 railet.treln .-nsoothly
roitsact requiter!. Barak,.-hake Lodge: $1750. Jean.
Murray. Ky.
yqu again
JiMetion Kentucky
Superior exterminating, Com- Wilson, 965 Doran Road, Murray.
Your loving *ife, Mary poyner
Phone 753-1916
17 and _1451. tOMer Sunday until pany Pbona.75.1-7266.
,FISC Ky . 753-9950
and Step-children
ITP
.
, JI6C
4:09p.m
J13C

I

CALL

25'

•

a. •
••••
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Kentucky Roundup

TDr. Walter D. Cardwell, Former
Congo Missionary, Speaker Here

The Pri
Source o
In Mum
Calloway

SATURDAY-JANCARY 13, I971

hENTUcKY

Sermon Topics For
Church Of Christ
Listed For Sunday

MSU Art Department
To Sponsor Lecture

Suit: ..
Continued front Page 1)

enforce this ordinance and join
Murray State University's art
in this action to enforce their
Breckinridge
Dark Tobacco
depar talent _ ill seerisor a
ordinances.
-LOUISVILLE, Kyi AP)
'WASHINGTON (AP) ---.U.S. I
The second sermon on "The
lecture on "The Sense of Color'
The plaintiff asks for a perDr. Walter D. Cardwell,
Sales of one-sucker dark Rep. John Breckinridge says he
The
Jacobson.
Churches of Asia" will be manent injunction to remove
Nathaniel
Seven
by
the
to
missionary
former
per
is 'tickled to death" with his
tobacco averaged $48.28
preached by Bro. Roy Beasley, the trailer, and keep the
lecture, which is free to the
( now
hundredweight at Franklin, committee assignment in the Republic of the Congo
7
at
17
Jan.
held
be
minister 9f the Seventh and Lemons from returning it to the
will
Jr.,
public,
known as the Rebpulic of Zaire
yvhile green river dark leaf House.
Fine
the
of
Church of Christ, on premises. The complaint also
423
Room
Poplar
p.m. in
the
brought $40.97 at Madisonville.
The Lexington Democrat has will be the guest preacher at
January 14, at 10:40 asks that the city be'requiredto
Sunday,
Center.
Arts
Church
Christian
The State Department of Ag- been assigned to the House In- First
and
teacher
a.m.
artist,
Jacobson,
•
say whether the action is in
riculture reported a volume of terstate and Foreign Commerce I Disciples of Christ Sunday
the director of
Walter Conner will read the violation of the ordinance.
been
has
colorist,
the
at
14,
January
morning,
319,636 pounds sold at Franklin Conunatee, which often deals
scripture from Revelation 2:8an art students' workshop in
The complaint also asks that
for a total of $149,968, with 30,- with tobacco issues -a major 10145 worship service.
years.
20
than
more
11. Prayers will be led by Frank the defendants pay the east-af------ for
World
Boston
Dr. A.H. Titsworth,
112 pounds traded at Madison- concern of Lexington.
Hargis and Johnny Bohannon. the action, including -the----- -inHis work includes paintings and
ville for $12,335
Rep. Tim Lee Carter of Outreach chairman, will
as
mediums,
various
in
murals
and
speaker,
guest
"The Elder Brother" will be plaintiff'ss attorney fees, and
Tompknsville is also on the troduce the
well as designs for mosaics and
James Dale (Topton will serve
the subject of the six p.m. "for all other relief to which
conumttee.
Rank
stained-glass. Jacobson's
the plaintiff may appear enas the Worship Leader.
sermon by Bro. Beasley with
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) paintings have received honors
show
also
will
Dr. Cardwell
the scripture from Luke 15:20-32 titled."
Franklin Circuit Court Judge Mayor
Or, Wayne A. Lamb
in national exhibitions, and
Robert 2 Miller is the attube read by S. V. Foy. Jim
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t API - his colored slides of his recent
Henry Melgs ft has upheld the
in one-man
featured
been
will
16
have
Bogard
District
the
at
for the plaintiff; Wells
James
torney
Africa
and
to
trip
Gough
of
decision of the state banking Dr. Carroll Witten, president
shoes here and abroad..
Overbey represents the city.-_
lead the paryers.
the Louisville Board of Alder- Missionary. Rally Sunday afC0f11111ISS10fler in d% a rding
Concentrating on the color
charter for a new bank at West men, has announced his can. ternnon,January.14,at the First
'- No trial date has been set
Bible Study will be held at-2
as distinct- frotif1Mcontent,
Mayfield
of
Church
Christian
nomLiberty.
didacy for the Democratic
are
Members
9:45 a.m.
physical quality of the paints,
Dr. Walter D. Cardwell
The judge held the decision to ination for mayor of Louisville. from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. The host
reminded to watch the TV
has questioned the
The 49-year-old Witten re- church will provide a coffee was in Zaire, he was engaged in Jacobson
award the charter to state Sen.
special, "There's Got To Be A
of colors
selection
traditional
and
question
a
by
followed
hour
corn
f
Liberty,
ceived his medical degree
Joie D. Stacy 13-West
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, District Better Way," on Channel 5,
evangelistic work and made available to the artist.
session.
and his associates was not "ar- the University of Louisville in answer
Superintendent of the Paris Nashville, Tenn., at 8:30 p.m.
into the "back
Recently, he has developed a
Cardwell is the many trips
Rev
bitrary, capricious or un- 1951. A native of El Paso, Ill.,
District of the United Methodist Sunday, and on Channel
of
with
groups
to
meet
country"
this
to
new approach
reasonable" as charged in a Witten served in the U.S. Army executive secretary of the Christians and to give guidance significant
will be the guest Harrisburg, III., on Thursday at Church,
problem. It Involves a radical
Office of Interpretation for the
suit brought by the exis'ing during World War 11.
speaker at the 8:45 and 10:50 six p.m.
of
Part
pastors.
the
Zairois
to
limitations
the
from
departure
Earlier this week, former Po- Division of Overseas Ministries the time he served as the
Commercial Bank of West Liba.m. services on Sunday,
The Ladies Bible Class will
paint lists, and sets
erty'.
lice Chief C.J Hyde announced of the Christian Church mission secretary and as a of archaic
January 14, at the First United resume its meetings on
BENTON, Ky, Jan. 12-Otto
of
range
a
for
standards
new
up
also
He
Christ).
of
Stacy, former president of his candidacy for the Republi- (Disciples
Methodist Church, Murray.
70, Benton funeral direcCann,
ten
at
Zaire
to
the
ve
16,
January
representati
Tuesday,
be
would
that
colors
prepared
area
the Commencial Bank, seeks to can nomination for the post serves in the field of
Dr. Lamb in the a.m.
Assisting
many years, died at 9- 13
for
tor
Council
Protestant
artist's
more responsive to the
R.
Samuel
set up a flea Bank of the Moun- now held by Mayor Frank W. assistance helping the national
Dr.
be
will
services
at Western Baptist
today
a.m.
Lyle
and
Hart
C.
James
Dr
color needs.
administration where there is
Burke,
tains at West Liberty
Dodson, Jr., and Rev. Morrison
Hospital in Paducah, following
elders
the
be
will
Underwood
also
could
range
color
a
Such
is
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